
Cruiseships arriving into the deep fjord of Geiranger seem to be tiny compared to the steep 
mountains rising up from the water. Even though they are megalomanic vessels that can be 
up to 300 meters long and 50 meters wide. They are cyclical, silent intruders in a powerful 
natural landscape. Geiranger Deep Dock acts as an intermediate between the scale of the 
international  cruise tourism and the humble fjord village.

Norway has always been known as a seafaring nation. From the development of the Knarr 
it rooted itself in journey. The strong relation with water and mobility find it’s mirror in the 
nations offshore oil and gas industries and fishing economy. The architecture of this econo-
my is fluent and adaptable in order to cope with harsh offshore condition. These principles 
of functionality and flexibility are reflected in the Geiranger Deep Dock. The structure of a 
drydock becomes a dynamic terminal and is connected by strong legs that host a geother-
mal power station providing sustainable energy on a national scale.

From the beginning of may till the end of september cruise ships from all over the world are 
navigating in and out of Geiranger. In winter the bay becomes quiet. This asks for an archi-
tecture that is able to transform. To adapt to seasonal changes and serve individual needs 
for two different communities – the guest and the host. A flexible architecture.

Geiranger Deep Dock is a resilient architecture that adapts and modifies. It is a silent in-
truder  interacting and integrating into an overwhelming natural landscape. A new struc-
ture that connects the small fjord village to their far-travelled visitors and to it’s nation. It 
provides new meaning for these two communities together in the deep fjord. 

GEIRANGER DEEP DOCK
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Cruiseship

PROGRAM  + COMPONENTS CHOREOGRAPHY+PLANANALYSIS+CONTEXT

Floating Dock, connector point 
electricity and heat feed.

Connecting worlds

Providing sustainable energy

Mediating needs

Integrating scale

Quay transport, electrical tugboats

Submerged Floating Dock, 
dissapearing below the surface.

Kelp Forest, ecological underwater 
world. The docking structure pro-
vides grasp for a new natural layer.

Underwater world, diving provides 
a new Fjord experience. For studying 
the new ecology or for expierencing 
the depth.

Platform lift, the upper and lower 
world are connected by a lift running 
from the geothermal plant up to the 
surface. A hidden world becomes 
visible.

Deep Geothermal Electric-
ity Plant, high pressure steam is 
pumped up and passed through a 
steamturbine cycle cooled by the cold 
fjord water.
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High Pressure Steam Pipeline, 
the pipeline connects the dockingsta-
tion to a depth of 5 kilometers.  

Arival of the dock Summer formation - dock island Cruiseship terminal Winterformation - village pier

Electrical Power Network Norway, a new role for the Geiranger 
fjord and powerstation intergrating Geiranger in to national network. 
(dotted lines indicate the important cruisship route along the 
Norwegian coast).

Marine Ecological Zones Norway, Geiranger Fjord as ecological 
testing ground connected to the marine ecological zones along the 
Norwegian coastline. The tourism industry as generator of new ways 
for improvement of the fjord ecologies along the entire coasts. 

Dock Island, during cruiseseason the docks are connected to the powerstation. The ships are laying in the terminal and provided with clean, sustainable 
energy generated by the steam plant.Small electrical tugboats bring the visitors to the village and offer a slow transition into a world of a different size. 
An unused dock can be submerged in order to maintain the emptyness of the fjord.

Village Pier, during the quiet wintertime the docks fully belong to the village. The long line connects the people of Geiranger to the middle of the fjord. It 
shows the steadyness of the season and the strong but subtle power of the intervention. The delight of hot steaming bath heated by the earth’s crust at the 
end of the pier.

Components, the new floatig dock offers an intermediate in scale between the natural and the man made, the 
village and the cruiseshiptourism. The interaction of the components is flexible and guided by the needs of two 
communities.

Depth scheme, the 
steam is subtracted 
from the earth at a 
depth of 5 km.

Geiranger Power Station. 
connected to the National 
Grid on the Alesund-
Aurland connection, 
offering a testing 
ground for NEXT-DRILL 
govermental research 
program. 

The Geiranger fjord 
becomes a rich link in the 
marine ecological zones 
of Norway. Enhancing 
the kelp forest ecology 
and offering small 
environmental business 
opportunities.

LANDSCAPE+SUSTAINABLITY+ECOLOGY

Thousands of years ago, glaciers shaped this stunning landscape. 
Carving out the valleys. cutting deep into the precambrian rock. The 
bottom of the Fjord is about 300 meters below the water that  hides 
this spectacular canyon landscape. On the surface the ships lay 
rumbling and puffing ignorant of the dark traces their visit leaves 
behind.

To stop this pollution Geiranger Deep Dock is not just a cruise ship 
terminal but a sustainable power station. It gathers and uses the 
power that is locked up in the earth´s depths – heat. At Geiranger 
the temperature of the earths crust rises 30 degrees with every kil-
ometer. At 5 km the temperature has reached a perfect point for run-
ning a continuous high pressure steam turbine generating electric-
ity. Running in the depth the cold seawater from the fjord provides 
cooling to the stations cycle. These innovations make the village of 
Geiranger part of the governmental NEXT-DRILL research program 
and of the national power network. The investments in the cruise 
ship terminal are so connected to research and sustainability inter-
ests nation wide.

The new dock provides a new hold for the fjords ecology to grasp on 
to. The Norwegian waters have produced a couple of the seas fin-
est ecologies, the kelp forests. The high, long seaweed forests house 
tonnes of krill, small fish and can attract whales, sea otters and other 
inhabitants of these cold waters from miles away. In some regions 
the kelp forest are depleted and threatened to disappear. Creating 
a new structure, a new world under water, creates opportunities for 
a new productive kelp forest in Geiranger and can act as a example. 
Providing small economical yet innovative business that creates a 
new testing ground for fjord ecology.
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